Abstract. This paper presents a parameterization of the fraction of aerosol particles activated to form cloud droplets in a parcel of air rising adiabatically. The study applies to aerosols of a single lognormal size distribution with uniform chemical composition and capable of serving as cloud condensation nuclei. The parameterization is based on analysis of the rate equations for the parcel supersaturation and aerosol activation process. The analysis leads to the identification of only four dimensionless parameters on which the fraction of activation strongly depends. Using results of detailed numerical simulations by a size-resolving Lagrangian parcel model, errors due to simplifying assumptions used in the analysis were largely eliminated by employing adjustment coefficients. For a wide range of governing parameters (e.g., particle radius, standard deviation, up&aft velocity, etc.), differences between the parametric equations and the numerical model results are less than 10% for most conditions and less than 25% for some extreme but realistic conditions. This new parameterization is significantly-more accurate and successful in representing the fraction of activation in terms of governing parameters than any known parameterization.
Squires [ 1958] and Twomey [ 1959] derived approximate expressions for the number of droplets nucleated during adiabatic and uniform air parcel ascent. These authors used an empirical expression for the aerosol supersaturation activation spectra (concentration of activated aerosol particles as function of supersaturation) and different simplifying assumptions. The Squires expression, is based on the assumption that all the nuclei that are activated start their growth at zero radius when the supersaturation first exceeds zero; Twomey's is derived on the assumption that the activated nuclei begin growth at zero radius, but a given nucleus will not start to grow until the ambient supersaturation exceeds the threshold critical value for that nucleus. Neither the Squires nor the Twomey expressions relate the number of droplets nucleated to fundamental aerosol parameters such as aerosol number, mean size, and composition. Generally, the relation between the number nucleated and the supersaturation does not agree with the simple activation spectrum. The number nucleated is not bounded by the total aerosol number. Thus at high updraft velocity or low aerosol number, Squires' and Twomey's expressions do not properly represent the dependence of the number nucleated.
Modelers cannot be satisfied with a parameterization expressed in terms of the CCN spectrum alone. A major issue of global change is whether anthropogenic aerosols are increasing cloud droplet number concentrations. Global models of aerosol formation, transport, and removal cannot address this issue without relating the aerosol size distribution The number nucleated is naturally bounded by the total aerosol number. Differences between the parameterization and the detailed simulations were found to be less than 50% for realistic conditions. However, a lookup table is needed to account for the dependence on mode radius and aerosol solubility.
In this paper we present a more general parameterization that combines the approaches of Twomey [1959] and a0 is the dry radius of the smallest aerosol activated.
Heterogeneous nucleation theory as applied to watersoluble particles ascribes to each particle a threshold watervapor supersaturation. The threshold or critical supersaturation demarks the onset of drop formation on a particle, i.e., activation of a particle. At the maximum of the Kohler curve fbr a dry aerosol particle of radius aap, the critical supersaturation S' is given by and dW/dt denotes the water condensation rate during the aerosol activation and subsequent growth processes (the efibct of water uptake by inactivated particles is negligible in comparison) and is given by 
Map lOw
The critical supersaturation of the smallest aerosol particle activated is equal to the maximum supersaturation S,,x of an air parcel rising adiabatically at unifbrm speed. Its dry radius ac is related to S,,x by The critical supersaturation S,, of a particle with radius am (geometric mean radius of the size distribution) is given by
(8)
Using equations (7) and (8) 
Conclusions
We have derived a simple and more accurate expression for the fraction of activation that can be integrated over simple probability distributions of aerosol number and updraft velocity. This feature is important for global circulation models [Ghan et al., 1993 [Ghan et al., , 1997b . Also, with similar accuracy, one can calculate the maximum supersaturation, mass of activated aerosols, and the size of the smallest aerosol activated, from which the influence of nucleation scavenging on the mass and number concentrations of aerosols can be and is being calculated [Ghan et al., 1997a] . We have managed to account for quantitative differences due to the assumptions used to derive the analytic expression for the fraction of activation by using adjusting coefficients. Note that these assumptions do not distort the general qualitative features and trends. Furthermore, the resulting parameterization accounts for all dynamic and aerosol parameters. 
